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Introduction
NICE GUYS FINISH LAST
A PERSONAL REMINISCENCE
BY

GARY GROTH

I had the privilege of publishing Bill Loebs for four or five years (or maybe
longer; time compresses as you get older) beginning in the mid-to-late ‘80s. This
would have been Journey, his anomalous comics series, a comedy-drama set in
the Old West and starring, perhaps too prophetically, a Candide-like
frontiersman whose luck was always being tried – and usually found wanting.
Bill was a master of rhythm, timing, and humor; the series told of moving
human travails with a wry, subversive wit, a balancing act that worked beautifully
under Bill’s deft direction. The book mixed the good-natured optimism of a
screwball comedy with the existential imperative of Beckett’s “I can’t go on, I will
go on.”
I have nothing but good memories of working with Bill. I should like to
remember that we got along very well. We would see each other frequently at
comics conventions, go out to dinners, hang out, talk. We played off each other
well: when we talked about comics, movies, art of any kind, I was always quick to
judge whereas Bill was the most irritatingly non-judgmental person I’d ever
met. I never understood how someone so talented and smart, who, to me,
represented an aristocratic practitioner of the art form, could be so generous,
even-handed, and grossly uncritical of lesser, not to say, nonexistent talents. This
drove me crazy. I would goad and taunt Bill. I’d name some miserable, low-life
hack out of the blue and demand to know why he didn’t abominate him. I would
go out of my way to demolish some tenth-rate no-talent just so I could defy Bill
to defend him.
Bill’s tergiversational nature reached its apogee one night when he was staying
at my place in LA sometime in the late ‘80s. I rented a 1969 movie called The
Arrangement. It was directed by Elia Kazan and starred Kirk Douglas; although I
no longer remember what prompted me to rent it, curiosity and those two
names would suffice. How bad could it be? Well, worse than anyone could
imagine. Bill and I started watching it. I no longer remember anything specific
about it –there was a car crash (I think), there was Kirk, there was anguish- but it
was as if time had stopped. It was endless. Nothing seemed to make any sense.
What little did make sense was tedious, repetitious, or banal. I wouldn’t be
surprised if it ran three hours, which felt like 30. The jaw-dropping awfulness of
it was palpable as we watched it. Finally it ended and all we could muster was a
respectful, albeit stupefied silence over the three hours of our lives that would be
forever lost. But, then it occurred to me; I had him. He couldn’t like this. No

one this side of Andrew Sarris could. So, I turned to Bill as the end credits were
still rolling and arched my eyebrows. “So?” I was saying. Bill looked at me.
There was a pause. “Well,” he said tentatively, “that certainly was…something.”
“Something” That was the best he could do? I exploded. How dare he use
“something” as a euphemism for execrable, wretched, objurgatory, loathsome,
pestiferous, odious, foul…
We had a great good time.
Bill stopped doing Journey when it could no longer bring in enough dough to
support him and Nadine; I no longer remember if his economic needs went up
or Journey’s income went down, but it was, regardless, brute economics, and it
broke my heart to see him quit Journey and start cranking out work for DC &
Marvel. Bill was always such an easy-going, temperate fellow that this may have
bothered me more than it did him. At any rate, I lost track of what he was up to
after awhile – until I learned of his and his wife Nadine’s recent grand
misfortune. This kind of misfortune is commonplace in the richest country in
the world, and it’s shameful; I can’t say it’s especially terrible for Bill because it’s
equally terrible for anyone who, through no fault of his own, finds himself in this
penurious situation. It happens and it will continue to happen with increasing
fury for as long as the plutocracy is allowed to shit on everyone beneath them on
the social ladder, which is to say, most likely forever. Be that as it may, anyone
who knows Bill knows he’s an indomitable sort, a decidedly overrated category,
but even indomitable sorts need friends in times of crisis, and I am pleased to
count myself among them.

October 2002
Seattle, Washington

GOING
BY

STEPHEN R. BISSETTE

Everything I own in the world is in the car.
Almost.
Everything except me.
Well, and this batch of shirts. And this last box of books.
If I move the driver’s seat all the way up, as far as it can go, I can just fit the
last of my clothes into the car. Just. Squeezed between the front seat and the
mountain of shit in the back: boxes packed with more fucking books, files and the
second draft of my thesis that’s due in five weeks, my stereo and amp and computer
and scanner and the case of Molson Triple-X I snagged in Canada last week and
everything other damned thing.
But the books -- something’s going to have to go.
Including me.
Hard to believe this is it, all I have, and that I could fit it into such a puny
crate. Sure, there’s all my stuff back home -- my room, the sediments of my
childhood, my elementary school years, fucking high school, the strange summer
between high school graduation and my first year in college, the stranger summer
between college freshman and sophomore semesters. It’s all history now, crammed
into labeled boxes in the garage and attic crawlspace.
All that mattered, though, came with me, and it’s going with me, too.
If I can just fit it all in.
And I can, if I move the driver’s seat all the way up. Which I could do, if I
didn’t have so much shit, and my head and hand didn’t hurt so.
Maybe if I have another beer, they won’t hurt so much.
I catch a glimpse of myself in the shattered driver’s side window, splintered
but holding together -- like my face. I turn away, though nothing is really visible but
the fragmented white of the bandages and blonde shock of hair. Damn, it’s been two
weeks, and I still feel like I was just worked over. I had two painkillers just an hour
ago, washed down with a Coke and a grilled cheese in the student union, but it’s
barely made a difference.
It’s such a long drive home. Fourteen hours is a long haul under the best of
circumstances, even with the leg room. I need room to sit back, ease back. And elbow
room -- to shift without easing the six boxes of CDs to the right every time I have to
move into fifth.
So, I make the call: out comes the case of Molson Triple-X, in go the last box
of books, back goes the driver’s seat.
Though he doesn’t deserve it, the shit, the Triple-X goes to Jed. He was a
decent roommate for almost two years, and that still counts for something.
So I close and lock the car, give it one last look -- aside from the smashed
window, you can barely tell it was vandalized, now that “Squealer” has been scrubbed

off the back fender and the paint touched up a bit. Hefting the case up over my
shoulder with my good hand, I head back to the dorm for the last time.
********************
“Listen, there’s a party at Westland Hall,” Jed stuttered. “Jen’ll be there,
she’d like to say goodbye. You should come with me.”
Jen. Party. Fuck. Fuck that.
“Fuck that.”
Jed flinched, as if slapped.
“Fucking LOOK at me, Jed.”
He laughs nervously, looks away.
“Jesus, Jed, You haven’t made eye contact with me in two weeks, since the
drive --”
Of course, I hadn’t, either. I didn’t recognize myself in the mirror the
morning I’d crawled in from the long ride home with my ‘frat bros,’ but I was in
such pain there was no doubt who it was glaring back at me. Fucking Shawn and
Cassidy; especially Cassidy: they’d beaten one side of my face until it was like an
overripe apple, ready to burst through its skin. My hand wasn’t much better off,
though it obviously hadn’t offered much defense. I was The Elephant Boy, wrapped
in bandages after the visit to the infirmary -- ya, sure, a fall down the stairs, I told
them -- and I’d been afraid to look in a mirror ever since.
“You brought it on yourself,” Jed whispered. “You wouldn’t shut up.”
True enough, I had been pretty drunk. Cuervo does it to me every time, and
there I was, with my former frat bros, now my mortal enemies. I can’t remember
what brought the first blow -- maybe it was the crack about Cassidy’s mole being like
a third eye, or that he probably didn’t know that it whispered when he was asleep, or
that Jen and her roommate told me they wanted to braid his nose hairs -- but once
Cassidy and Shawn started whaling on me, each on either side of me in the back seat,
that was it. A three hour drive. Fucking Saddam’s torture squads couldn’t have done
a better job on me, though of course they wouldn’t have left as many marks.
Cassidy and his fucking class ring; I could feel it bite into my skull, like the
Phantom’s ring, marking his victims. I could feel it still.
I was marked, alright.
“It wasn’t just you acting like an asshole,” he sputtered, “though you gave
them all the ammo they needed to start pounding you.”
“Ya, they did me a favor. Fuck you, Jed --”
“You stupid bastard, why spill the beans about the hazing? They’ve been on
your ass ever since --”
“And the Dean is on their ass. They almost fucking killed Parker,” I shot
back, “left him out there to freeze. I had to bring him in to the hospital. Everyone
left it to me to deal with. Including you, Jed.”
He finally looked me in the eye for a second, just, his lips tight white.
“You didn’t have to say a word.”
“The hazing is over, period. Enough with the lies and secret handshake
bullshit. It’s over.”
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Jed dropped his eyes to the floor, and stepped back into the room, his hands
dangling and fingers twitching.
“They’ll fucking kill me, too, Jed. Don’t you get it?”
“You’re always stretching it --”
“LOOK AT ME, JED --”
“Ya, look at the meatball,” Cassidy shouted from down the hall. “You should
have seen him covered with sauce.”
Jed’s eyes teared up as if he’d been slapped, and he tripped back into the
room as if he’d been shot. I instinctively braced my good hand against the door: he
wasn’t going to shut me out this time.
Down the hallway, Cassidy cackled and dropped out of earshot. I held my
breath, then let it go.
He wasn’t coming. Not yet.
“You want the Triple-X Molson, or what?” I hissed. “If you do, it’s yours.
And I’m outta here.”
Jed didn’t look back, he just waved his hand, and pointed to my old mattress.
“Sure. Sure, buddy.”
I tossed the case onto the bed, hoping to hear glass break. No such luck.
*****************************
I couldn’t hold the receiver close enough to my ear to really hear. The side of
my head was still tender, it still ached. But I could tell the answering machine had
come on; damn, no one home again. The ‘beep’ rang in my temples like a dentist
drill. Keeping the mouthpiece in place, I twist the end of the receiver away.
“Uh, ya, Ma, it’s me. I’m out of here tonight.”
I hear someone coming down the steps at the end of the hall, taking them
two at a time.
“Driving straight through. Got to come ba-- uh, home. I’ve arranged to finish
my classes long distance. I really can’t stick around.”
The footsteps stop, a shadow drops over the carpet.
“I’ll explain when I get there. Love to everyone. See ya.”
Cassidy’s voice, in my ear, my head, “Ya, he’ll be seeing you! Love ya!”
His ring, pressed against the bandages, making my eyes water.
“He’s crying, Cass,” Shawn chuckles.
I wrench away and slam the pay phone against Cassidy’s hand. He yelps and
backs off for a moment.
“Whoa, whoa, peace, bro!”
Shawn’s on me now. “See you managed to cram ten tons of shit into a fivepound shitbox, Canary,” he says. “About time you fly out of here.”
“Whoa, whoa, not until we have a little good-bye round,” Cassidy chirps in,
“No hard feelings, right?”
Down the hall, Jed peeks around the door. As if he needed to check.
“Naw, I’m done,” I stammer, “I’m out of here.”
Jed darts out of sight. Typical.
“What, no share your Ca-na-da treat with your old fraternity brothers?,”
Cassidy whines. “You couldn’t have downed that second case already.”
An easy out, maybe. “Not like you deserve it.”
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Cassidy leans in close, smiling. “No hard feelings, right?” Shawn positions
himself in the doorway exit, blocking any avenue save my old room.
“We’ve got some JD, how about a send-off shot?” Shawn croons, “Lift-off toast
for the brave Challenger crew?”
“Mission control: We have a problem --”
Laughs and a high-five.
I turn toward my old room, toward Jed and the case of Triple-X. Sorry, Jed;
if you’d had a spine, you’d have the case.
“C’mon, then,” I mutter, “let’s end it neat.”
That’s what they’d said at the end of the ride that night; pouring another
shot of Wild Turkey into me, making nice-nice after working me over, wiping the
blood and a chunk of my cheek off my lip.
“Ya, neat,” Shawn replied, picking up the tempo, not the reference.
Jed was sitting forlorn at his desk, acting as if he’d never heard or seen us
coming. Cassidy snorted, “Shit, man, you keep sitting there, the room will tip over.
It’s lopsided as hell in here with all of Canary’s shit gone!”
Jed turned, pretending to be startled. None of us fell for it.
“The case,” Shawn whispered, motioning to my empty, stripped bed. “It’s
ours for the asking. Canary says so.”
Jed looked to me, as if appealing to some higher power. No need to look
away; I was too pissed to give a shit how he felt about anything.
“Damn good beer,” Cassidy boasted as he shuffled over to the bunk and
hefted the case, “can’t get it down here. Real brotherly of you, Canary. All’s well that
ends well, eh, Canary?”
He turned to Jed as he handed the case off to Shawn, raising his voice in
mock-sympathy.
“Sorry, Jethro, but Frat blood is thicker than roommate ties. We’re taking
Canary out for a so-long shot or two, en route to his departure.”
“Care to join us?,” I ask.
“I’ve got to be at Westland,” he muttered, “Jen’s waiting --”
I grabbed him by the shoulder, not wanting to beg. Not in front of Cassidy
and Shawn, not wanting to say how close to the end of my rope I really was. Fuck, I
can’t believe he mentioned Jen.
Jed shot me a sideways glance, and whispered, hoarse and high-pitched like
an eleven-year-old, “Not now, damn it.”
“When, then? I’m gone.”
“No, you’re still here,” Cassidy snarled, “Heeeeere,” rubbing his fucking ring
against the bandage on my forehead again. I reeled and batted his hand away,
moving out of the doorway to do so, and Jed took the opening to bolt out of the
room and down the hall.
And it was at that moment -- turning away from Jed as he skulked down the
hall, away from me once and for all, and looking back into what had been my, “our”
room for so short but eventful a time -- that I knew I neither lived nor belonged
here. What I thought had been mine for so long now looked completely foreign,
unrecognizable, and not just because what had made it “mine” was now stripped
away, tied and bundled and boxed and bagged and squeezed into my car for lift-off.
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It suddenly seemed so distant, so remote; the room receded from sight as if I
were looking at it from the ass-end of my binoculars, and I felt dizzy. My stomach
lurched and sank as it had when leaving “my room” at my parent’s home the last day
of Christmas vacation, having been stripped of all my belongings while I was away to
turn it into a guest room: I didn’t live here. I was barely a visitor.
Had I ever lived here? This wasn’t “home.”
When did I last have a home?
My car. All that was left to call home was my car.
Down the hall.
Down the stairs.
Out the door.
Across the parking lot.
Easy walk.
Short walk.
This was never home.
There was nowhere to go, but away.
********************
By the time we polished off the first six amid infrequent small-talk and too
much silence, I just wanted to be gone. Sitting out here on the bench with Cassidy
and Shawn, soaking up the bullshit mock-comraderie and fake good-old-boy-frat shit
was making me sick to my stomach.
The last beer had done something. My head was light, and seemed to flick on
and off, like a flickering bulb. On. Off.
Like Cassidy’s smile.
“You never liked me, did you, Canary?” he says.
“You can’t help it,” I whisper.
“Help WHAT?” he shouted, suddenly in my face. Beet-red and puffy, like he
was that night I woke up in the frat house in the bottom bunk, him with Jen in the
top bunk, banging away, and I could see his face on, off, on, off, up and down, and
heard her crying beneath him, above me, Jen. He knew we were together then, and
he took her, fucked her, with me beneath them, stinking drunk. That he did, my frat
brother Cassidy. On. Off. Up. Down. On. Off.
“I am so sick of this shit,” I says.
“Being such a rich lawyer’s-son snot-jock cunt-asshole,” Shawn giggles.
“Like he says,” I says.
BAM goes the ring, aside my head. Inside my head.
On. Off. Goes the switch in my head.
I teeter with the blow, steady myself on the back of the bench.
“God, just let me go home,” I mutter. “I just want to get OUT of here.”
“What, no final toast?” Cassidy says, “no send off?”
Shawn lifted the fifth of JD. “C’mon, Jack’s waiting.”
I reached for it, and Shawn yanked it back with a sneer. Cassidy cuffed him in
the ear; he yelped like a puppy, and damn near dropped the bottle.
“Give him a shot,” Cassidy insisted, his voice low now. “Just give it to him.”
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Shawn narrowed his eyes a bit but obeyed, tipping the open top toward me. I
grabbed the fucking thing and tipped it back, belting down a gulp, two gulps, three.
Cassidy laughed and said, “all right!”
On. Off. I go to tip the bottle down, and Cassidy holds it in place, and I belt
down a couple more swallows before blowing JD and spit and snot in a sneeze.
“JEEZUS!” Cassidy yells, and the bottle goes down, and shatters, and I go
down, and my head goes on, off, on, off faster now, as the JD hits my belly, and
Shawn is on me, pulling at my jacket, and fuck it’s cold.
Cassidy’s face, redder still, scarlet like Superman’s cape and veins showing on
his forehead like some Scanner, like he was that morning after I’d taken Parker to
the emergency room, and he’d heard I’d told everything. And he tears into my back,
and I feel the pull of both of them until something rips insi-- outside, and the jacket
gives, and I plunge face-first into the fucking sidewalk in front of the benches, and
they’re tearing at my jacket like they were my intestines until there’s nothing left to
tear and nothing left to laugh about for the moment.
And they have two more beers, one each, and the JD really washes over me,
and my stomach puckers and starts sucking itself, and I roll over and watch my
breath rising like steam, billowing up, on, off, in the light of the window above us.
Someone’s looking out, then away, and gone.
Gone.
I just want to be gone.
They laugh and then Cassidy is in my face again. He’s picking me up and I
feel Shawn claw at my flannel shirt and it goes to, and Cassidy is grinning like a
smiley button all yellow in the light from the window then red. Red like he looked in
the car that night, wet with sweat and anger and arousal and my own blood in beads
on his fist, his lip. On. Off. Then. Now. My blood on his face like dew, his face red
and swollen like the tip of the dick of a dog.
I spit and he sucker punches me and I go down again and feel my shirt catch
on something then let go and everything tears open and I go down, up, then down
like a pumpkin smashed on the road, down.
I open my eyes -- eye -- and see them standing away from me, looking at each
other, then laughing, then walking away. Go on. Shawn flips what’s left of my blue
flannel shirt over the bullshit rustic fence alongside the path, and then they sit on the
bench and break into another six of Triple-X, and I can hear them talking, low-like.
And I roll over, and I stand up, and I look at them. And I turn away.
And they laugh.
My head hurts, my hand, my back myelbowsmystomachmylegs but I put one
foot and then another and I hear them receding behind me, chatting on the bench,
and I walk and walk and hope I’m heading for the parking lot, for my car,
myeverythingmyhome, until I see a dark streak ahead
andsomethinggleaminglikebrokenglass, and I speed up, lurching side to side.
On. Off. On. Off.
And I reach for thedarkstreakandthebrokenglasswindowand I
fall.
My ankles give, and I fall, and as I do, I remember the gully behind the
dorm, on the wrong side of the fucking building, you stupid fuck, fucking falling and
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I feel something else give in my legs and then I’m looking down at the fucking
frozen stream at the bottom of the gully and I’m in it and it’s
over.
Off.
Gone.
The ice shimmers with the ripples from my breath. In. Out. On. Off.
It’s cold, and I can’t feel my ankle or my foot. They’re under my back, I
think, but I can’t tell, really. All I can hear is the switch in my head -- on, off -- then I
hear the steady beat of music from far away, from the party, and I know Jed and Jen
are there and I’m not, and then Shawn barks out something I can’t make out, and
don’t want to anyway, and Cassidy laughs, and my throat closes up.
And Shawn shouts again.
His voice twists in my stomach like a blade, slicing up my twisted throat and
then it’s out of me, in a rush, a brine of beer and Triple-X and Jack Daniels and
Coke and the fucking Student Union grilled cheese and it’s in my nose and it’s all
there is and then it’s a slow surf, a sea, and I’m in it, jumping in head first, and it’s
gone.
For a time, the smell and the warmth is comforting, but the cold steals it in no
time. I can’t feel the spark, or my neck, or my ear.
The last flush of warmth floods my crotch, a slow steady heat that seeps into
my pants and pocket and down into my t-shirt, and I realize I’m upside down. Small
comfort, that, as the warm wet grows heavy and cold and hard as the ice shards
laying over my nose, mouth, chest.
God, just let me go home.
But it’s such a long drive.
And my head hurts so.
No, it doesn’t.
I can’t open my left eye; it’s worse than it was last night, and the ice laying
against the lid -- or under it -- isn’t a comfort. But it doesn’t hurt any more, I don’t
hurt any more, and that’s all that matters.
My hand is bent under my back, behind my neck, and it doesn’t hurt now
either.
Better to just lie here, in the cool water, now that it’s past the point of making
my forehead throb. Now that the pain, the shakes, the sobs are gone, the shits are
gone, the bastards -“God, just let me go home,” Shawn whines, mocking. And laughs.
I squeeze my eyes -- eye -- shut, but I can’t feel it; no tears, nothing but the
cold. I give myself to the cold, the dark, the numb forgiving shelter of it, the warmth
of it, the peace...
I can feel my keys in my pocket, sliding against my wet jeans.
Everything I own is in my pocket.
No, in my car. Car.
My car, which is up in the parking lot, just over the ridge. Everything’s in
there, except me. Past the fence where my torn flannel shirt is still slung over the end
post, my jacket in strips in the mud, below the window where my roommate is still
partying with the brothers, beyond the park benches where Cassidy and Shawn are
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still sitting, laughing, sucking down the last of my beer. I can just make out Shawn’s
shrill bullshit, imitating my voice;
“You GONE yet?”
A whinny, their cackling, the slow steady rhythm of the boombox in Westland
Hall. Funny, I can feel the bass pulse in my sternum, my ear, my hand, my head, but
it doesn’t hurt anymore.
If I just let my head turn the way it wants to, I’ll be under the ice.
I open my eye a slit; the light from the moon plays over the splintered icy
skin, and I remember the shattered window in my car.
My car.
It’s all there.
Past Cassidy and Shawn, who won’t let me go though all they want is me
going, going, gone.
Gone.
God, I’d love to be gone.
Everything I own is in my car.
My.
Car.
I fit it all.
In.
Gone.
Except me.
Except.
Ex...
...gone...

THE END
For Bill; and for Ben.
 2002 Stephen R. Bissette. All Rights Reserved.
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The Cup
by Chad Parenteau
A girl walks across a room
acting like she doesn’t notice
the boys reaching behind her,
pretending to pull up her pink skirt
and white sweater--the outfit she knows they like.
In a yellowed-white china cup she holds
her mother’s favorite brand of tea,
dark as burnt wood.
As she walks to her reserved chair,
she notices a boy sitting alone at a table
with his back turned to everyone.
She looks over his shoulder
and sees him drawing an alien flower in crayon.
She decides to show the boy what true art is
and spills some of her hot tea on his back.
The boy shouts and turns around.
The girl sits down in her chair
with the cup of tea on her lap, laughs,
and tells everyone he’s only mad at her
because she won’t let him have a sip
of her wonderful tea.
The boy then reaches down
to the sole of his right sneaker
and takes a clump of dirt and pebble
from one of the sole’s many grooves.
Without a word, he tosses
the pellet of earth at the girl,
and it sinks into the china cup
she’s about to drink from.
The girl screeches, falls backward in her chair,
and smashes the cup, still in her hand.
There’s no blood; but the girl,
now covered in ash-dark spots, cries
as the boy is taken away to be disciplined.
The boy smiles as he is led out of the classroom
and into the hallway.

CONTRIBUTORS
WILLIAM MESSNER-LOEBS
William Messner-Loebs has been known as one of the most acclaimed and legendary
writers and artists in the comics field since debuting in Cerebus in the early 80s with his
serialized “Unique Story” Welcome to Heaven, Dr. Franklin. In addition to creating such
landmarks as Journey, Epicurus the Sage(with Sam Kieth), Wardrums, and Bliss Alley, Loebs
has written for more comics than can be listed here, among them The Flash, the Maxx,
Wasteland, Wonder Woman, and Jonny Quest, for DC, Marvel, Comico, Dark Horse and
many more.

GARY GROTH
Gary Groth is the co-founder and publisher of Fantagraphics Books (fantagraphics.com)
and Eros Comix, (eroscomix.com), envied and acclaimed publishers of such quality
books, magazines and comics as The Comics Journal, Love & Rockets, Eightball, Meat Cake,
Acme Novelty Library, and Safe Area Gorazde.

DONNA BARR
The author has been published or publishing since 1986. She has a loyal, eager worldwide audience for her critically-acclaimed and much-awarded books and series. These
include The Desert Peach, STINZ, Hader and The Colonel, and Bosom Enemies. She has
lectured at conventions and symposia all over the United States, Canada and Europe,
and is well-known to thegrowing drawn-book audience in eastern Europe. Her work
has been translated into German, Japanese and Italian. Her website, www.stinz.com, has
received praise for its variety, informativeness and ease of navigation. Awards include,
the London Comic Creator's Guild's Best Ongoing Humor, Seattle's Cartoonists'
Northwest's Toonie, The San Diego Comicon International's Inkpot, and the
Washington Press Association's Communicator of Excellence in Fiction. She is a member
of The Graphic Artists Guild, The Nationa1Writers Union, and is a consultant for the
Media curriculum in the Arts Department at Olympic College, in Bremerton,
Washington. She is presently researching getting all her work up on the 'net and in
Print In Demand form. So when she dies, her ghost will be on the web at Stinz.com.

SAM KIETH
One of the greatest modern comic artists/storytellers in the industry, Sam Kieth first
achieved fame as the first penciller of Neil Gaiman’s Sandman, subsequently drawing a
memorable run of Marvel’s Wolverine and creating the well-beloved Epicurus the Sage
(soon to be republished by DC) with William Messner-Loebs, with whom Sam later
worked on The Maxx. His many projects, including the recent Four Women, Wolverine &
the Hulk, and Zero Girl, and many more can be viewed in your local comics store or on
the web at samkieth.com.

TED RALL
Ted Rall was born in Cambridge, Massachusetts in 1963, and raised in Kettering, Ohio.
Inspired after meeting pop artist Keith Haring in a Manhattan subway station in 1986,
Rall first became known by posting his cartoons on New York City streets. Later that
year, Rall's cartoons were signed for national syndication. He moved to Universal Press
Syndicate in 1996. His cartoons now appear in more than 140 publications, including
the Los Angeles Times, Village Voice, San Jose Mercury-News, and New York Times. Rall also

writes a weekly op-ed column and most recently, Ted's live-from-Afghanistan reports for
KFI Radio and written dispatches for the Village Voice have been called “some of the best
war reporting from Afghanistan” by The Nation. Ted has published three collections of
cartoons, most recently Search and Destroy, and four prose and graphic books including
2024 and My War With Brian. Most recently, Ted published Attitude: The New Subversive
Political Cartoonists (NBM, 2002), a ground-breaking cartoon collection of alternative
cartoonists, edited by Ted Rall, and To Afghanistan and Back, the first-ever instant graphic
travelogue chronicling Ted's harrowing experiences covering the war. Contact him at
chet@rall.com and view his work on the web at rall.com.

JOHN GARCIA

John Garcia is an accomplished storyboard artist and illustrator living in Boston. He can
be contacted at garciagrafix@attbi.com

ERIC MILLIKIN
CASEY SORROW

Eric Millikin and Casey Sorrow's Fetus-X comics have entertained and informed
newspaper readers at over 20 colleges and universities in the U.S. and Canada and have
been studied in graduate level courses at Michigan State, Texas A&M, and Yale
universities. Fetus-X comics are either "very funny," or "blasphemous" depending on
whether you ask Pulitzer Prize winning editorial cartoonist Joel Pett or Catholic League
President Dr. William Donohue. Fetus-X can be found at FetusX.com and as part of the
alt-comics juggernaut serializer.net.

A.J. DURIC
smoke,
and 0% live in igloos. She spends her time reading, writing, etc and wondering why
writing a bio feels like trying to write a personal.
a.j.duric lives in Montreal, Canada where 80% of the people are French, 90%

SALGOOD SAM

…lives in a very smoky, smoggy, French part of Montreal with a.j., drawing,writing, and
contemplating investing in a condo development of high end heated igloos. He works in
a number of feilds as an artist and has had work published with DC, Marvel, Paradox,
NBM, and Calibre comics. Most recently in Muties #6, Legal Action Comics #1, and the
Realworlds GN, Wonder Woman vs. The Red Menace. Both a.j. and Salgood can be found
online at Spiltink.org.

MARK CAMPOS

Mark Campos was born in Reno, Nevada in 1962. His comics have appeared in Hyena,
Gay Comics, Itchy Planet, Naughty Bits and other publications. His work also appeared in
several Seattle Newspapers and PopLust. Self-published titles by Campos have included
El Mago Szazbo, Exapno Mapcase and E. Soames. AEON published his two-issue solo comic
Places That Are Gone, in 1994. Currently he is Central Mailer for Cartoon Loonacy, a
comics APA founded by George Erling in 1974. He is married to Kaija. Mark considers
himself in "semi-hemi retirement", and most of his comics are out of print, but feel free
to e-mail him at mhcampos@capitolhill.net.

STEPHEN R. BISSETTE

Steve Bissette retired from comics (where he earned kudos, awards, and scars for over
two decades for his work on SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING, TABOO, “1963,” TYRANT,

and much more) in 1999, but he's still a busy fellow. He co-manages First Run Video in
Brattleboro, VT, which just won the national VSDA Award for Outstanding
Independent Video Store of 2002. As a partner in Eye First Media, he's currently lineproducing their first feature production. Illustrating at least one book project a year
since 1990, he already has TWO under his belt for 2002: cover art and interior illos for
Nancy Collins' Dead Roses for a Blue Lady (published this summer by Crossroads Press)
and interior illos only for the upcoming limited edition of Christopher Golden's
Ferryman (forthcoming from Cemetary Dance). Bissette recently painted the bloody cover
art for the Barrel Entertainment DVD release of the restored LAST HOUSE ON DEAD
END STREET and scribed the liner notes for the Synapse DVD release of Radley
Metzger's sado-masochistic classic THE IMAGE. Bissette's previous fiction work includes
the Stoker Award-winning novella ALIENS: TRIBES (Dark Horse), short fiction for
WORDS WITHOUT PICTURES (Arcane/Eclipse), HELLBOY: ODD JOBS (Dark Horse),
and more. His published non-fiction efforts include co-authoring COMIC BOOK
REBELS (Donald I. Fine) and THE MONSTER BOOK: BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER
(Pocket Books), essays for CUT: HORROR WRITERS ON HORROR FILMS (Berkley) and
the forthcoming UK tome UNDERGROUND U.S.A., as well as numerous film magazines,
fanzines, and a two-year stint writing weekly video review columns for New England
newspapers. He continues to write for magazines like VIDEO WATCHDOG, and is
currently completing a book on Vermont films and filmmakers for University Press of
New England, due to hit bookshops in March 2004. Bissette also works in the education
field as a tutor, lecturer, and was a guest author for three seasons at the prestigious
Breadloaf Young Writers Workshop in Middlebury, VT.

CHARLES ALVERSON
Charles Alverson is, was and always will be. smart.co.uk/chasonline

SAM HENDERSON
Sam Henderson is widely conceded to be the funniest cartoonist alive. His boisterously
entertaining work has been charming readers for years on the SpongeBob SquarePants
television show, newspapers across the U.S., Nickelodeon Magazine, DC Comics' Cartoon
Network Presents, and in comics anthologies all over the place. Which is not to mention
Magic Whistle, his fantastic ongoing series for Alternative Comics. If you can read Magic
Whistle without laughing, you are not human. If you’re not already a devotee of Sam’s,
find out why everyone’s laughing at you, online at indyworld.com/whistle.

CHAD PARENTEAU
Chad Parenteau is a writer living in Boston. In addition to Working For The Man, his
poetry has appeared in such diverse and unlikely places as Beacon Street Review, can we
have our ball back.com, Fledgling, Meanie, the APA publication Shiot Crock, and most
recently at shampoopoetry.com. His articles on alternative cartoonists and other fringe
figures have been published in The Comics Interpreter, Eyeball, Lollipop, and Boston's
Weekly Dig.

PETER KUPER

Peter Kuper's work has appeared in, among others, Time, Newsweek, The New York Times,
Washington Post, The Village Voice, and MAD, where he illustrates SPY vs. SPY. His Eye of
the Beholder was the first comic strip to regularly appear in The New York Times and is
now syndicated nationally to alternative papers. Rolling Stone named him Comic Book
Artist of the Year in 1995 and he has won awards from American Illustration, Print,
Society of Illustrators, and Communication Arts, among others. His comics have been

translated into German, Italian, Portuguese, Swedish, Spanish and Greek and his
artwork has been exhibited around the world. He has written and illustrated many
books, including ComicsTrips, a journal of the artist's eight month journey through Africa
and Southeast Asia. An inveterate traveler, he has also made lengthy stays in Europe,
Central America, the Mideast, Mexico, New Guinea, and Cleveland. Other graphic
works include Stripped – An Unauthorized Autobiography, and The System, a wordless graphic
novel. He has also done adaptations of Upton Sinclair's The Jungle,and GIVE IT UP!,
adapting nine Franz Kafka short stories. His most recent books include Topsy Turvy,
Mind's Eye, an Eye of the Beholder collection and SPEECHLESS a coffee table art book
covering his career to date. He is currently working on a book-length adaptation of
Franz Kafka's The Metamorphosis, to be published by Crown books in the Fall of 2003. In
1979, Kuper co-founded the political comix magazine World War 3 Illustrated with Seth
Tobocman and remains on its editorial board to this day, and is also an art director of
INX, a political illustration group. Peter Kuper lives in Manhattan with his wife Betty
Russell, and their daughter Emily. Visit him online at peterkuper.com.

JOHN LINTON ROBERSON
…doesn’t sleep.

John Roberson was born in Seattle on Sam Cooke’s birthday in 1969, and raised in
Charleston, SC. Taking his cue from his hero Michael O’Donoghue, John became a
writer, artist, and actor as the most efficient path to complete self-destruction. In 1987 he
entered the Goodman School of Drama in the great city of Chicago, and soon shared
with famous alumni Linda Hunt and Daryl Hannah the distinction of failing his secondyear evaluation, after which he pursued a seven-year career as a playwright, taking the
blame for such productions as Suspension of Disbelief (Clone Theatre Co., 1989), the
original stage version of Vitriol, and The Instinctive Hatred of Reality (both from Screaming
Theatre, 1992). After moving to Berkeley, California, John from 1997-2002 chose, for no
good reason, to shift to comics and thus assure absolute obscurity, creating Bottomless
Studio and adapting his black comedies for the medium in the quarterly satirical
anthology PLASTIC (1998-2002), all issues available at Unboundcomics.com, which will
soon collect his thoroughly mad and hilarious 250-page graphic novel VITRIOL in its
entirety in the Winter of 2002. He was also seen for a while at Spark-Online.com with
his satirical strips Slash & Burn and The Dubyaverse, and, in 2001, in print alongside the
likes of Tony Millionaire, R. Crumb, Sam Henderson and Art Spiegelman in the
anthology LEGAL ACTION COMICS. He also created UNCLE CYRUS with Kubert
School graduate John E. Williams. In his spare hours, John also writes reviews & essays
on the cinema for Hollywood Bitchslap.com. He has recently found himself drawn back
into theatre since returning to Chicago, and is currently assistant-directing and
performing in (as the Emperor Saturninus) Shakespeare’s bloodiest tragedy, Titus
Andronicus, for Django Baker’s Theatre O’ The Absurd, to be performed January 2003.
Future projects planned include the alternative-superhero series The Majestic Squadron
with Joe Blackmon, a series of experimental comics erotica with a publisher soon to be
announced, Daddy with Charles Alverson, the blasphemous and shocking horror comedy
Falling Sky, and other unspeakable projects with no apparent pattern. He has been
blissfully married to fellow writer/artist and Plastic contributor Kelly Pillsbury (Ribbed For
Her Pleasure, Dead Girl) since 1998. He can be contacted at bottomless@prodigy.net.
Visit him on the web at pages.prodigy.net/bottomless.

LORNA MILLER

Lorna was born in Glasgow, Scotland, early in the disco decade. She now lives in
Brighton, England, where the sun shines more often. She has been producing

illustrations and writing and drawing her own comic stories since she graduated from
the Glasgow School of Art in 1994. Her 80 page comic book WITCH is sold worldwide.
Lorna has been published in a number of publications including Cheap Date, Girlfrenzy,
Super State Funnies, Crisp and Variant. Her work has been exhibited in the UK, France,
The Netherlands and Croatia. She is also a freelance hand and digital colourist for the
popular children's comic Thomas The Tank Engine. She can be found online at
lornamiller.com.

P. CRAIG RUSSELL

A graduate of the University of Cincinnati with a degree in painting, master artist Philip
Craig Russell has run the gamut in comics. After establishing a name for himself at
Marvel, he went on to become one of the pioneers in opening new vistas for this
underestimated field with, among other works, adaptations of operas by Richard Strauss
(Elektra), Wagner (Parsifal, Ring of the Nibelung, and Mozart (The Magic Flute), fantasy and
science fiction such as Dr.Strange, Killraven and Michael Moorcock’s Elric, as well as his
acclaimed series of volumes of the fairy tales of Oscar Wilde. He was also the first comics
artist to receive a grant from the state of Ohio, for his Jungle Book adaptation. Visit him
on the web at lurid.com.

GREG MCCANN
Greg self-publishes the minicomic Retarded Art, and can be asked for more information at
mccanngreg@yahoo.com.

GREG VONDRUSKA

Making over 12 minicomics in the last 12 years, he is pleased that they have been read by
around 12 people. When not slinging ink against Bristol or slaving on the mac for the
Man, he enjoys spending time with his wife, Karen; seeing movies, reading, writing,
painting, ranting and riding a bicycle until his back teeth hurt. He can be found on the
web at gregvondruska.com.

ALAN DAVID DOANE
Alan David Doane began writing about comics online in 1999 and created Comic Book
Galaxy (comicbookgalaxy.com) in 2000. A longtime broadcast journalist, he is currently
a news anchor, producer and assignment editor at an Albany, New York radio station
and lives with his wife and two children north of Albany.

JOE BLACKMON
The writer and co-creator of The Majestic Squadron was born and raised in Clinton, South
Carolina, with no regrets. When he was in fifth grade, Archie Comics published his first
attempt at writing a comic book story. The publication was major news in his small
hometown and was heavily covered in the local newspaper. Since he had conquered the
comics industry at the ripe young age of 10, Joe decided to take a hiatus from writing to
focus on continuing his education. During high school, Joe returned to writing, winning
several state awards in poetry and short story writing. In 1986, he made a second
attempt at writing comics by submitting a story to Kitchen Sink Press. Much to his
surprise, an editor from Kitchen Sink Press wrote him back asking him to make certain
changes to his story to prepare it for publication. Before he could complete the changes,
the anthology title that he had submitted the story for was canceled. This experience left
Joe bitter and disillusioned. He vowed to never write a story for comic books again.
(Actually, he just left for college and got sidetracked, but that doesn't make for as good a
story.) Joe received a M.B.A in Marketing from Vanderbilt University in 1992. He

pursued a career in business, eventually winding up in the field of e-commerce
marketing. He currently resides in Nashville, Tennessee with his wife and baby
daughter. He can be contacted at admin@majesticsquadron.com and more information
about The Majestic Squadron can be found at majesticsquadron.com.

.
TATIANA GILL
The multitalented Tatiana Gill is the creator of Read It And Weep, Starlite, and Life After
Tintin. Her comix have appeared in Stereoscomic, Dark Horse's 9/11 vol.I, Stalagmite,
Kerosene, Mutate and Survive, Matte Magazine, Object: Garlic, Sonambulist, Friends of Lulu
Anthology, aXis, Low Flow Flex, and the Cooper Point Journal. Visit her on the web at
tatianagill.com.

DIRK DEPPEY

Dirk Deppey was born on a small turkey ranch in California's Mojave Desert, but grew
up in Arizona, where his family has been digging other people's ditches since the late
1800s. He currently lives in Seattle, Washington, where he works as catalog editor for
Fantagraphics Books and webmaster for The Comics Journal’s website at tcj.com.

NEIL KLEID
A Detroit transplant to NYC, Neil Kleid is perfecting the art of "rant" comics with Late
Night Block, a semi-monthly short story series appearing at opi8.com and Rant Comics, a
series of minicomics borne from a daily sketchbook. He co-founded the Third Eye
Publishing Anthology and helped coordinate/contribute to anthologies like Alternative
Comics' 9-11:EMERGENCY RELIEF and the present collection. Melding illustration and
photography, he authored several mixed media minicomics (STABLE RODS, EMPATHY
and DAVID) and is working on projects between mainstream pitches, including
collaborations with artists Neil (SUPERMAN ADVENTURES) Vokes, Laurenn
(XXLIVENUDEGIRLS) Mccubbin and Marc (RHINO JONES) Mckenzie. Neil is currently
researching and writing a graphic novel detailing the life of Albert “Tick Tock”
Tannebaum, late of Murder Incorporated. A graphic designer from nine to five, he
harbors notions of writing comic books full time. Weep for him.

JED ALEXANDER

Jed Alexander is a freelance illustrator and cartoonist who's writing and illustration can
be seen in Shannon Wheeler's Too Much Coffee Man Magazine. (TMCM.COM) He has also
done work for The Sacramento News and Review, Outword, and INX, distributed through
United Feature. Find him on the web at JEDSITE.ITGO.COM. Jed is a longtime fan of Mr.
Loeb's Journey, and wishes him the best of luck. Mr. Alexander does not normally talk
about himself in the third person, but considers this a rare exception, suitable to the
occasion at hand. It is here that Mr. Alexander would like to thank Mr. Alexander for
participating in this earnest and laudable effort to wrench Mr. Loebs and his wife out of
the clutches of financial oblivion. May Mr. Loebs continue to draught many more comic
book stories to come, and never again be forced to scribe another Star Trek novel, or
Wonder Woman exploit, for the purposes of financial necessity. Hear, hear.

JANET HARVEY

Janet Harvey's previous work in comics has included short scripts for the BATMAN
ANNUAL as well as DETECTIVE COMICS #569, in which she wrote the first full length

adventure of DC Comics' Batgirl. She was also the story editor of the acclaimed
MULTIPATH ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN series, which ran as a continuing web
serial on Warner Brothers entertainment site, entertaindom.com, for three years. A
graduate of Columbia University with an MFA in fiction writing, Janet's other published
and produced work includes the short story "Angel," which appears in the science
fiction anthology "The Touch," distributed by Simon and Shuster, and the play "The
Temptation of St. Anthony, which was nominated for the "Best of the Fringe" Award for
the New York Fringe Festival in 1997. Her upcoming comic book miniseries, JUNGLE
GIRL, will be available for preview on junglegirlstudios.com in December 2002. She
lives in Los Angeles, and her new landlord is a very nice man.

KLAUS PENDLETON

N. "Klaus" Pendleton is a writer/cartoonist living smack-dab in the center of the
continent with his wife and children. His work has appeared in various Web and print
publications. Visit him today at klausexp.homestead.com. He is lonely.

EVAN FORSCH
Evan Forsch is a writer and cartoonist living in New York City. His most recent work
appeared in the 9-11: Emergency Relief (after narrowly surviving the collapse of the World
Trade Center) and SPX 2002 anthologies.

DAVID LASKY
David Lasky has been producing comics for public consumption for ten years. Lasky
struck out on his own in 1991 with a series of four small (4.25" x 5.5") photocopied Boom
Boom mini-comics,.These fifty-cent booklets were quickly joined by an equally tiny, but
arguably much more ambitious work: Minit Classics Presents Joyce’s Ulysses. Two years
later, Lasky was honored with Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles co-creator Peter Laird’s
Xeric Grant for self-publishing cartoonists, a welcome cash infusion which helped David
produce his series of four all-new, somewhat larger and fancier Boom Boom comics, which
ranged in theme from autobiography to surrealistic formal experiment, stopping along
the way for an impressive issue entirely dedicated to stories about his father. These four
Boom Booms then led to yet another set of four completely different, and yet larger (at
standard comic-book size) Boom Boom comics, when MU Press publisher Edd Vick
became David’s first publisher in 1994, printing David’s work under his newly
inaugurated AEON Press imprint. In the two years since Boom Boom at Ground Zero,
Lasky has continued to produce mini-comics with titles such as OM and Minutiae, and
has expanded his illustration portfolio with idiosyncratic work for publications like
Seattle’s The Stranger and Tower Records’s Classical Pulse! (One of his Stranger covers
was, in fact, appropriated by Pearl Jam for an appearance in the liner notes to their
Vitalogy album, though for the record the cartoonist, while flattered, prefers Neil
Young.) Most recently as of this writing, Lasky, along with co-conspirator Greg Stump,
thoroughly thumbed his nose at the indie-culture scene (while seeking to profit from its
spendthrift excesses) in the first issue of their archly monikered Urban Hipster, published
from Jeff Mason’s Alternative Comics. He can be contacted at davidlasky@yahoo.com.
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